Countdown to ISC West: 90 Days

ISC West is back! To celebrate, ISC News Editor-in-Chief DJ Murphy is conducting a series of interviews with organizers, attendees, sponsors and partners, in the security space who just can’t wait to gather again in person.

First up, Pierre Trapanese, Chair of the Board of Directors at SIA, ISC’s education partner at ISC West, talks about trends the conference program will examine and what he missed most about not having a show in 2020. Look for others who will be sharing their thoughts about ISC West in the weeks leading up to the show...
Video Monitoring Will Play Critical Role in Return to Office

Most IT, operations, facilities management and security systems decision makers see a potential role for their workplaces’ video monitoring systems to support corporate plans for a safe return to the workplace post-lockdown.

A new U.S. and Northern European market study by Ava Security reveals that 82 percent of respondents saw a role for video monitoring systems in supporting a safe return to the office. In the U.S., 90 percent of respondents did, while the percentage fell to 72 percent in the U.K.

The survey was conducted during March 2021 when many decision makers were making...

Featured White Paper:

How Automated Gate Access Control Positively Influences the Vehicle Throughput and Security Level at Industrial Plants.

Army Plans to Phase Out Common Access Cards and Other Physical Identification

The Army plans to limit the use of common access cards (CAC) and other DOD-issued identification cards and replace them with a biometrics-based system that requires less contact with a physical form factor.

The move is part of the effort to minimize physical handling of potentially disease-carrying assets at the Pentagon, military bases and secured special facilities.

“Current Department of Defense force protection capabilities require the physical handling of Common Access Cards (CAC) and other DoD-issued identification cards,” DOD officials said...
Industrial processes are at the core of the worldwide economy. This part of our economy is featured by the production and processing of material goods, often characterized by a high level of mechanization and automation. In this type of environment, vehicles come and go on a frequent basis, often in large volumes.

Suboptimal management of traffic flows to and on-premise ultimately leads to reduced efficiency and other side effects such as safety hazards. Proper management of vehicles at the gate plays a vital role as it serves as the gatekeeper to the industrial site itself. In terms of traffic throughput, an important challenge for industrial plants is: How to maintain a certain level of security, while thousands of people have to enter and exit in limited time slots?

Within this white paper, Nedap Identification Systems shares their vision on the importance of using automatic vehicle (and driver) identification to maximize gate access control efficiency. There will be explained how these industrial sites can increase the vehicle (and driver) throughput and how they can control the different aspects that make a personalized, secured gate access design.

Other Trending Industry Articles

- ROYAL CARIBBEAN SAYS FACIAL RECOGNITION IS THE FUTURE OF CUSTOM VACATION EXPERIENCE
- INVESTMENT IN ACCESS CONTROL TECHNOLOGY POISED FOR GROWTH
- SURVEY: PANDEMIC CHANGED PHYSICAL SECURITY TECHNOLOGY PRIORITIES
- NEW SAFETY PROTOCOLS EMERGE IN WORKPLACES
Registration is now open for our Global Security Week!

This event is only ONE WEEK away and hosted in collaboration with ISC News and Reed Exhibitions' sister-shows ISC Brazil and Expo Seguridad! Taking place April 27-28, this 2-day event will expand industry insights and learning’s across international borders, where our US team will offer 2 sessions of curated content in English. Global Security Week will launch with a Global Day on April 27 highlighting a US/Mexico/Brazil Women in Security Panel Session. This virtual event agenda will offer a series of learning opportunities that will represent security & public safety themes across all three countries’ programming. Learn more here and register today for each session.

Tuesday, April 27 | 2:00 - 3:30 PM EDT
Women in Security Panel Discussion
The Vision of Women Leaders in The Global Security Industry

Wednesday, April 28 | 1:00 - 2:00 PM EDT
Natural Disaster & Emergency Management Expo Webinar
Rethinking Readiness in The Face of 21st-Century Disasters, COVID-19 and Beyond

Presented By:
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Intel®
Womens IN SECURITY FORUM
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ISC EAST